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p14ARF is one of the major tumor suppressors conventionally identified both as

the mdm2-binding molecule restoring p53 function in the nucleus, and as a nucle-

ophosmin-binding partner inside the nucleolous to stabilize ribosomal RNA. How-

ever, its recently reported mitochondrial localization has pointed to novel

properties as a tumor suppressor. At the same time, functional peptides are gain-

ing much attention in nanomedicine for their in vivo utility as non-invasive bio-

logics. We previously reported the p14ARF-specific peptide that restored the

sensitivity to gefitinib on the gefitinib-resistant lung cancer cells. Based on the

information of this prototype peptide, here we generated the more powerful

anti-tumor peptide “r9-CatB-p14 MIS,” which comprises the minimal inhibitory

sequence of the mitochondrial targeting p14ARF protein in combination with the

proteolytic cleavage site for cathepsin B, which is activated in various tumor cells,

fused with the nine-polyarginine-domain for cell penetration, and demonstrated

its novel action of regulating mitochondrial function in accordance with localiza-

tion of endogenous p14ARF. The p14 MIS peptide showed a potent tumor inhibi-

ton in vitro and in vivo against not only lung cancer cells but also tumor cells of

diverse lineages, via modulating mitochondrial membrane potential, with mini-

mal cytotoxicity to non-neoplastic cells and tissues. Hence, this mitochondrially

targeted p14 peptide agent provides a novel basis for non-invasive peptide-based

antitumor therapeutics.

p 14ARF (p19ARF in murine) is encoded by the CDKN2A
locus on chromosome 9p21, which is generated by alter-

native splicing and shares with p16INK4a two of the three exons
on the locus;(1,2) the signaling pathway, however, is different
from another major splicing variant, p16, as a cyclin (cdk4/6)-
dependent kinase inhibitor. Because it is a nuclear (nucleolar
and nucleoplasm) protein, the molecular function of p14ARF is
multimodal: for example, it interacts with Mdm2 to inhibit cell
cycle progression through activation of p53, whereas in the
nucleolus its interaction with B23/NPM inhibits ribosomal bio-
genesis through control of rRNA processing.(3,4) Furthermore,
p14ARF is an activator of DNA repair pathways in response to
DNA damage.(5,6) Understanding these diverse physiologic
functions, involving molecular “crosstalk” is complex, but it is
known that p14ARF participates in tumor suppression in vivo,
as has been demonstrated by the tumor susceptibility pheno-
type of ARF-deficient mice.(7–9)

Many of these findings have been hitherto presented in the
context of nuclear events for p14ARF, but a close examination
of the latest results increasingly reveals a new functionality:
mitochondrial p14ARF. It interacts with the mitochondrial pro-
tein p32/C1QBP, which is essential to ARF’s pro-apoptotic
function.(10) The hydrophobic domain within the amino-term-
inal half of p14ARF serves as a mitochondrial import sequence,

and it interacts with Bcl-XL and p32 in a p53-independent
manner after mitochondrial entry.(11) Moreover, a heat shock
protein, HSP70, is reported to mediate mitochondrial localiza-
tion of p14ARF, which triggers autophagy in response to cellu-
lar stress.(12) These data suggest that various mitochondrial
molecules are related to the mitochondrial localization and
critical function of p14ARF, and implicate p14ARF as a signifi-
cant tumor suppressor, while also illustrating the complexity of
mitochondrial p14ARF regulation.
Here we report on, through direct evidence of mitochondrial

p14ARF activity in various human tumor lineages, the potent
anti-tumor peptide “p14 MIS,” which we generated based on
the minimal functional amino acid sequence within the
N-terminal mitochondrial targeting p14 region. Such minimiza-
tion of the core sequence is evidently important for optimizing
and enhancing the function of the antitumor peptide as demon-
strated by p16INK4a MIS peptide.(13) We also highlight the
utility of p14 MIS as a non-invasive growth inhibitor of a
diversity of malignancies.

Materials and Methods

Cell lines. MMNK-1 cells (normal cholangiocytes), normal
human dermal fibroblast (NHDF) cells and human cancer cell
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lines were prepared as previously described.(14,15) Briefly, cells
were maintained in RPMI 1640 containing 10% FBS with
100 unit/mL penicillin and 100 mg/mL streptomycin (Life
Technologies, Tokyo, Japan) at 37°C with 5% CO2. NuLi-1
cells (normal human bronchus cells), TIME cells (human
microvascular endothelium cells) and human pancreatic duct
epithelial cell (HPNE) cells were purchased from the American
Type Culture Collection (ATCC) and cultured following the
instructions. A hepatocellular carcinoma line, HAK-1B, and a
lung adenocarcinoma line, PC-9, were kind gifts from Dr Yano
(Department of Pathology, Kurume University) and Dr Kiura
(Department of Respiratory Medicine, Okayama University),
respectively.

Antibodies and reagents. The primary antibodies used in the
present study were as follows: mouse anti-p14ARF monoclonal
antibody (P2610; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) for
conventional immunofluorescence, rabbit anti-p14 polyclonal
antibody (SAB4500073; Sigma-Aldrich) for immunoelectron
microscopy, goat anti-HSP60 polyclonal antibody (Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA) and rabbit anti-cleaved
PARP polyclonal antibody (Cell Signaling Technology, Tokyo,
Japan). Secondary antibodies were: Alexa Fluor 488-conju-
gated rabbit anti-mouse IgG (H+L) antibody for p14 detection
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Carlsbad, CA, USA), Cy3-labeled
rabbit anti-goat IgG (H+L) antibody for HSP60 detection
(Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA, USA), Alexa
Fluor 555-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (H+L) antibody for
cleaved PARP detection (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Dyes/indi-
cators and related reagents were: Hoechst 33342 dye (Molecu-
lar Probes, Eugene, OR, USA), Mito Tracker Red CMXRos
(Molecular Probes), Lyso Tracker Red Lysosomal Probe
(Molecular Probes), CellLight Mitochondria-RFP (mitochon-
drial marker), CellLight Lysosomes-RFP (lysosomal marker),
mitochondrial membrane potential indicator, JC-1 (Thermo-
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), ROS detection agent,
CellROX Deep Red reagent (ThermoFisher Scientific) and
Cyclosporin A (Sigma-Aldrich, Tokyo, Japan).

Peptide synthesis. All peptides were synthesized at the labo-
ratory of the division of life science, Sigma-Aldrich Japan by
standard Fmoc chemistry on an ABI 433A Peptide Synthesizer
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, USA). FITC-labeled pep-
tides were purified to HCl form by reverse-phase HPLC to
>95% purity for both in vitro and in vivo applications. Peptide
identities were confirmed by mass spectrometry.

Immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescence. Antigen
retrieval of paraffin-embedded sections, immunohistochemistry
and signal development were performed as described previ-
ously.(15) The primary antibodies for p14ARF and Ki-67 were
diluted at 1:500 in CanGet signal solution (Toyobo, Tokyo,
Japan), respectively. For immunofluorescence, cells grown in
the chamberslides were fixed with PBS containing 4%
paraformaldehyde, subjected to incubate with the indicated pri-
mary antibodies, then reacted with the fluorescence-labeled
secondary antibodies after repeated washing.

Immunoelectron microscopy. The HeLa cell samples cultured
on the gold disks were rapidly frozen in liquid propane at
�175°C, then substituted with 0.2% glutaraldehyde in ethanol
for 48 h, and dehydrated and infiltrated with a 50:50 mixture
of ethanol and resin (LR white; London Resin, London, UK).
Finally, samples were embedded and polymerized with fresh
100% resin, cut into ultra-thin sections and then placed on
nickel grids. The grids were incubated with primary antibody
(rabitt anti-p14ARF polyAb; Sigma-Aldrich Japan) at 4°C over-
night, then incubated with the 10-nm gold particle-conjugated

goat anti-rabbit Ab after several washings. They were stained
with 2% uranyl acetate and with Lead stain solution (Sigma-
Aldrich Japan). The grids were observed under a transmission
electron microscope (JEM-1400Plus; JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) at
an acceleration voltage of 80 kV. Digital images were taken
with a CCD camera (VELETA; Olympus Soft Imaging Solu-
tions GmbH, M€unster, Germany).

Cell proliferation assay (MTT assay). Cells (1 9 104) were
seeded on a 24-well plate. The next day, the medium was
changed to fresh RPMI 1640 with 10% FBS, and cells were
treated with 10 lM of p14 peptides and 5 lM of cyclosporin
A for 48 h. Cell growth was measured using Cell Count
Reagent SF (Nacalai Tesque, Kyoto, Japan) according to the
manufacturer’s protocol.

RT-PCR. Total RNA from each cell sample was isolated using
RNeasy plus mini kit and oligo dT-primed cDNA were synthe-
sized from total RNAs using the Super Script III kit (Life
Technologies). Each cDNA was amplified by PCR with the
following primer sets and Taq polymerase (z-Taq; Takara Bio,
Tokyo, Japan). Primers for p14ARF were 50-TGCTGATGCTAC
TGAGGAGCC-30 and 50-CGCGGCCGCTCAGCCAGGTCCA
CGGGCAGA-30, for ATPAF1 were 50-GGCTCAGTCCTGTC-
CAACAT-30 and 50-GTGCCTCAGCAACATTCAGA-30, for
UCP-2 were 50-CAAATGAGCTTTGCCTCTGTC-30 and 50-T
CTGTCATGAGGTTGGCTTTC-30, and for Actin were 50-CC
TCATGAAGATCCTCACCGA-30 and Rv 50-TGCCAATGGT
GATGACCTGG-30.

Detection of mitochondrial membrane potential. The cells
were changed to medium containing 10 lg/mL concentration
of JC-1 dye (ThermoFisher Scientific) and incubated at 37°C
for 10 min before fluorescence measurement. After washing
three times with fresh medium, red or green fluorescence on
living cells was directly detected by inverted fluorescence
microscopy (Olympus IX-71; Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).

Measurement of reactive oxygen species. Cells were seeded
at a density of 1 9 104 cells/0.2 mL in 24-well dishes, then
treated with the p14 peptides for 24 h. After washing with
fresh medium, the cells were incubated with 5 lM of Cell-
ROX Deep Red reagent (ThermoFisher Scientific).

Animal models. A total of 2.0 9 106 cells of human pancre-
atic adenocarcinoma cells stably expressing green fluorescent
protein (GFP-BxPC3) were transplanted into the peritoneal
cavity of a 7-week-old NOD-SCID mouse by direct injection.
A week after the tumor cell transplantation, mice were treated
with the same dose of the i.p. injected r9-CatB-p14 MIS pep-
tide or with polyarginines (r9) alone once per day for a regi-
men of 6 days (300 lg/dosage/mouse/day). Seven days after
initial administration of the peptide, all mice were autopsied
and their organs examined by fluorescence stereomicroscopy
(Leica M165 FC; Leica Microsystems KK, Tokyo, Japan). The
animal studies in the present work were approved by the Ani-
mal Research Committee of the Niigata University School of
Medicine. All mouse procedures and euthanasia, including cell
transplantations, were performed painlessly or under anesthe-
sia, and within the strict guidelines of the Experimental Ani-
mal Center of Niigata University School of Medicine.

Statistical analysis. Statistical differences were analyzed by
paired Student’s t-test (MS Excel), and a value of P < 0.05
was regarded as statistically significant.

Results

Mitochondrial expression and its loss of p14 on various lin-

eages of cancer cells. Because the endogenous expression of
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p14 in mitochondria in previous studies was restricted to a few
tumor lines, we examined whether it is frequently observed in
tumor cells of diverse origins. While loss of p14 expression
was observed in PK8, BxPC3 (both pancreatic adenocarci-
noma), MCF7 (breast cancer), LoVo (colon adenocarcinoma)
and A549 (lung adenocarcinoma), mitochondrial p14 expres-
sion was detected in HeLa (uterine cervical carcinoma), PC-9
(lung adenocarcinoma), T47D (breast cancer), HT-29 (colon
adenocarcinoma) and HAK-1B (hepatocellular carcinoma) cells

with or without its nucleolar expression, which was corrobo-
rated by colocalization with HSP60 by immunofluorescence
(Fig. 1a). To precisely confirm the mitochondrial expression
(not only by immunofluorescence using the antibodies or Mito-
tracker as in former studies) we employed immunoelectron
microscopy. It revealed that p14 is localized not to the outer
membrane but the inside (likely at cristae) of mitochondria
(Fig. 1b). In contrast to tumor cells, p14 is consistently
expressed in mitochondria in all lineages of normal (non-
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Fig. 1. Intracellular localization of endogenous p14ARF in tumor cells of diverse origins and non-neoplastic cells. (a) Double immunofluorescence
using both anti-p14ARF (1:500 dilution) and anti-HSP60 (1:2000 dil.) antibodies for various lineages of human tumor cells. (b) Immunoelectron
microscopy for HeLa cells using rabbit anti-p14 polyAb (1:100 dil.) and 10 nm gold particle-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG polyAb. (c) Double
immunofluorescence for non-neoplastic cells of normal origins expressing p14 and HSP60. (d) Expression of endogenous p14ARF both in the
tumor cells and normal lineage cells by RT-PCR. b-actin was amplified as an endogenous control to p14 mRNA.
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neoplastic) cells examined, including MMNK-1 (cholangio-
cyte), NHDF (dermal fibroblast), NuLi-1 (brochial epithelium)
and HPNE (pancreatic duct epithelium), but not TIME (vascu-
lar endothelium) (Fig. 1c). The mRNA expression in each cell
line including tumor cells and non-neoplastic cells corre-
sponded to that of p14 protein, respectively (Fig. 1d).

Design and mitochondrial targeting of the p14 MIS pep-

tide. We previously defined the primary functional region,
within the entire amino acid sequence encoded by p14ARF, as
“APAAVALVLMLLRSQRLGQQPLPRRPG,” from the amino

acid position of 38th (alanin) to position 65 (glycine); it func-
tions as a growth inhibitory peptide when combined with the
cell-penetrating polyarginine (nine D-Arginines; r9) domain,
against gefitinib-resistant lung adenocarcinoma cells.(15) To
bolster the antitumor action of this prototype, we first inserted
the cathepsin B-cleavable motif “GFLG”(16) between the cell-
penetrating domain and the p14 amino acid sequence in order
to release the functional p14 sequence and to maximally exert
its inhibitory effect following intracellular incorporation. This
design was influenced by the fact that cathepsin B, one of the
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lysosomal cysteine proteases of the papain family, is highly
activated in tumor cells.(17,18) We next attempted to shorten
the sequence of the prototype peptide to the minimal func-
tional amino acid sequence within the p14 derived segment.

Because “AVAL,” at the 41st through 44th amino acid posi-
tions of the p14 protein, is known to be the mitochondrial
localization motif,(11) we constructed the truncated peptides
with or without this motif, and compared the efficiency of
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Fig. 3. In vitro challenge by the p14 MIS peptide (r9-CatB-p14 MIS) against various tumor cell lineages and normal cells of several different ori-
gins. (a) Growth suppression of tumor lines (1 9 105 cells) by 10 lM of the peptide 48 h after peptide introduction. Pancreas adenocarcinoma
lines (PK-8, BxPC-3), uterine squamous cell carcinoma (HeLa), lung adenocarcinoma (PC-9, A549), breast adenocarcinoma (MCF-7, T47D), colon
adenocarcinoma (LoVo, HT-29) and hepatocellular carcinoma (HAK-1B). The result of non-neoplastic cells, MMNK-1, NHDF, NuLi-1, TIME and
HPNE, as described in the Materials and Methods, are shown. Means and SD of triplicates are shown. (b) Microscopic cellular image of growth
alteration of the 10-lM peptide-treated tumor cells corresponding to the result shown in (a). (c) Magnitude of growth suppression by each inhi-
bitory peptide (10 lM) with different designs (protease-cleavable spacer sequence and p14 sequence) on four malignant tumor lines of distinct
origins. MTT assays were performed 48 h after peptide introduction.
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growth suppression among the four peptides; namely, proto-
type r9-p14 38-65 with the original “GPG” spacer, r9-CatB-
p14 38-65 with the “GFLG” spacer, truncated r9-CatB-p14 41-
57 retaining “AVAL,” and the most truncated form, r9-CatB-
p14 MIS (see Results and Fig. S1a). To evaluate the growth

suppression by these four p14 peptides, the lung adenocarci-
noma lines, both gefitinib-sensitive PC-9 and gefitinib-resistant
RPC-9 clones, were employed for the treatment because they
were already demonstrated to be very responsive to the origi-
nal form, the r9-p14 38-65 peptide, in our previous study.(15)
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In the MTT assay, the most potent inhibition was obtained
with r9-CatB-p14 MIS, the shortest form (Fig. S1b). It showed
80% inhibition of PC-9 and 85% inhibition of RPC-9 at a 10-
lM concentration, which raised the inhibition 1.9 to 2.5-fold
compared to the original r9-p14 38-65 peptide (Figs 2a,S1b).
Taking all these results together, the most efficient amino acid
sequence of the peptide was decided in rrrrrrrrr-GFLG-
LVLMLLRSQRLG (r; D-Arg), named “r9-GFLG-p14 MIS,”
as shown in Figures 2(b) and S1a. Indeed, when r9-CatB-p14
MIS was introduced to tumor cells, PC-9 and BxPC3, it was
more efficiently targeted to mitochondrias inside tumor cells.
This was demonstrated by intracellular localization of the fluo-
rescence signal derived from the FITC-labeled peptides 24 h
after their introduction, as shown in Figure 2(c). Specifically,
only a small proportion of the N-term FITC labeled original
form “r9-p14 38-65” having Gly-Pro-Gly as a spacer, a non-
cleavable form by cathepsin B, was localized to mitochondria
as well as N-term FITC-labeled r9-CatB-p14 MIS (Fig. 2c,
upper panel), while most of the rest of the r9-p14 38-65 was
predominantly localized not to mitochondrias, but to lysosomes
(Fig. 2c, lower panel). Thus, the C-terminal FITC-labeled r9-
CatB-p14 MIS was prominently localized to mitochondria after
tumor cell uptake. The result indicated that p14 MIS sequence
is targeted to mitochondria after its cellular entry, and the
cathepsin B-cleavable site (GFLG) promotes efficient mito-
chondrial localization of the cleaved p14 MIS sequence by iso-
lating the r9 domain. Consequently, r9-CatB-p14 MIS is
revealed to be the most efficient form of the p14-derived anti-
tumor peptide that facilitates mitochondrial localization for
potent inhibition of tumor cell growth (Fig. S2).

Challenge of the r9-CatB-MIS antitumor peptide against tumor

cells of diverse origin in vitro. Upon finding that the peptide is
properly recruited to the mitochondria after cellular entry, the
anti-proliferative effect on tumor cells of several lineages was
examined, insofar as the p14ARF gene is frequently inactivated
or downregulated in various malignancies.(19) 10 lM of the r9-
CatB-p14 MIS was introduced to each tumor line and the non-
neoplastic cells, respectively, and the effect on cellular growth
was evaluated by measuring the OD of both the untreated and
the peptide-treated sample using the MTT assay. It success-
fully localized to mitochondria in all lineage of cells 24 h after
the peptide treatment (Fig. S2). Consequently, some tumor
lines including the pancreatic cancer and breast cancer lines
(PK-8, BxPC3, HeLa, PC-9, MCF-7 and T47D) showed potent
growth arrest between 60% and 65% in response to the peptide
at the 10-lM concentration, whereas the tumor lines such as
colon adenocarcinomas (LoVo, HT-29) and other lineages,
such as A549 and HAK-1B, responded weakly (Fig. 3a, left
graph). In contrast, non-neoplastic cells originating from
cholangiocytes (MMNK-1), dermal fibroblast (NHDF), bron-
chial epitelium (Nuli-1), vascular endothel (TIME) and HPNE
cells were not seriously affected in proliferation by the peptide
treatment at the same concentration (Fig. 3a, right graph).
Macroscopically, most of the peptide-sensitive tumor cells
failed to form the prominent tumor nest and started to enter
apoptosis after 48 h of peptide incubation, as seen with BxPC3
and MCF-7, while less sensitive lines such as LoVo, A549 and
HAK-1B, and non-neoplastic line MMNK-1 were more viable
and less decelerated for growth (Fig. 3b). This observation
was more prominent for the peptide-treated cells at higher con-
centration (20 lM of r9-CatB-p14 MIS) (Fig. S3). Thus, not
only the efficiency of mitochondrial localization, but pro-
nounced tumor cell growth blockade was concordantly attained
with r9-CatB-p14 MIS among prepared peptides spanning the

proteolytic motif, and longer sequence, of the p14, establishing
r9-CatB-p14 MIS as the most optimal design for the p14 tumor
suppressor peptide (Fig. 3c).

Downregulation of mitochondrial membrane potential by the

p14 peptide. To investigate the cellular function of the r9-
CatB-p14 MIS after incorporation in the host, we focused ini-
tially on the mitochondrial effect of the peptide. Lipophilic
cationic probe 5,50,6,60-tetrachloro-1,10,3,30-tetraethylbenzimi-
dazolcarbocyanine iodide (JC-1), was utilized to monitor the
mitochondrial membrane potential (Delta psi m; DΨm), where
the color of the JC-1 dye specifically and reversibly changes
from greenish orange to green as the mitochondrial membrane
depolarizes.(20) The difference, DΨm, indicated by the JC-1
dye was examined among 10 tumor cell lines in the native
proliferative condition (Fig. 4a). Treatment of tumor cells with
10 lM of the peptide induced a significant orange-to-green
shift in JC-1, especially among the peptide-sensitive tumor
cells (BxPC3, PC-9 and MCF-7), suggesting hindrance of nor-
mal mitochondrial function and triggering of apoptosis in these
cells (Fig. 4b,c). In contrast, in the p14 peptide-resistant tumor
cells such as A549 and HAK-1B, no appreciable change was
detected on account of the very low DΨm in the native condi-
tion, indicating that their proliferation is less dependent on
mitochondrial regulation. In the case of non-neoplastic cell lin-
eages, DΨm is uniformly high and unaffected by the peptide
(Fig. 4b,c). Downregulation of DΨm triggered by the peptide
introduction ultimately led to reactive oxygen species (ROS)
production in peptide-sensitive cells (Fig. 4d). Our original
theory was that tumor cell sensitivity to the r9-CatB-p14 MIS
peptide was mainly due to the loss of p14ARF expression
because this peptide is supposed to restore p14 tumor suppres-
sor functions. However, some of the exceptional cell lines
defied this notion: as shown in Figure 1(d), HeLa, PC-9 and
T47D retaining p14 expression were still highly responsive,
while p14-negative LoVo and A549 were less sensitive. A
screen for expression of several mitochondrial genes, ATP syn-
thase mitochondrial F1 complex assembly factor 1 (ATPAF1),
which regulates activity of ATP synthase,(21) a key provider of
ATP energy for cellular activity, was directly indicative of
tumor sensitivity to the p14 peptide (Fig. 4e).

Sequence analysis and amplification of the peptide sensitivity

in the resistant tumor cells. Because the amino acid sequence
“LVMLLLRSQRLG” encoded between the 45th to 56th posi-
tions of the p14ARF protein has a three leucine (“blue lettered”
L) stretch in a canonical position at a four amino acid interval,
we examined whether this leucine positioning is critical for its
antitumor function, by replacement with alanine (A) or glycine
(G), where these amino acids may contribute to emulating
helical structure (Fig. 5a). These derivatives, AAA and L50G,
did not significantly affect peptide-resistant tumor cells, HAK-
1B, but BxPC3 cells showed patterns of hampered growth and
form consistent with the original inhibitory function indicating
the unnecessity of forming helix by these keucines (Fig. 5b).
Because Cyclosporin A (CsA), a representative immunosup-
pressant, is recognized to increase DΨm,(22) we treated the
peptide-resistant HAK-1B cells with 1 lM of CsA prior to
introduction of the r9-CatB-p14 MIS, and evaluated the effect
of co-treatment. Treatment of HAK-1B with CsA prominently
increased DΨm in HAK-1B, while DΨm was not significantly
altered in the BxPC3 that originally showed high DΨm
(Fig. 5c). CsA treatment restored growth suppression by the
r9-CatB-p14 MIS in the peptide-resistant HAK-1B cells, from
25% inhibition up to 60% inhibition, an efficacy on a par with
the peptide-sensitive BxPC3 cells (Fig. 5d). Substantial change
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in DΨm was quantitatively shown between the cells cotreated
by CsA with the peptide and the cells treated by CsA alone
(Fig. 5e). By contrast, downregulation of DΨm and growth

suppression by the same treatment were minimized in several
lineages of non-neoplastic cells except in the case of NuLi-1
(Fig. S4a–c). Mitochondrial dysfunction by the combinatorial
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Fig. 5. Cyclosporin A potentiates the growth inhibitory effect of the p14 MIS peptide. (a) Structural perspective of the amino acid sequence of
the p14 MIS; substitution of the three leucines (blue) within the original sequence of r9-CatB-p14 MIS with alanine or glycine (red). (b) MTT assay
of the peptide-insensitive cell (HAK-1B) and sensitive cell (BxPC-3) for the wild type (WT) and two derivertive peptides. Means and SD of tripli-
cates are shown. (c) Pretreatment with 1 lM of CsA potentiated the DΨm in the insensitive tumor cells HAK-1B; lack of significant enhancement
by CsA in BxPC-3 cells. (d) Quantitative analysis of the growth inhibitory effect by CsA treatment on each peptide-treated cell by MTT assays. (e)
Alteration of cellular JC-1 staining fluorescence representing DΨm in response to the combinatorial treatment with the p14 MIS peptide (10 lM)
and CsA (1 lM) for the insensitive (HAK-1B) and sensitive (BxPC-3) tumor cells. (f) Increased production of ROS in cells treated by the p14 peptide
in combination with CsA (CsA+WT).
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examination of the tumor tissue sections from each peptide-treated mouse model. HE stain and immunohistochemistry using Ki-67 antibody.
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treatment of CsA and the r9-CatB-p14 MIS yielded generation
of reactive oxygen species (Fig. 5f).

Tumor suppression in vivo by transduction of r9-CatB-p14 MIS.

Based on the in vitro functional assay of r9-CatB-p14 MIS,
the mouse tumor model xenografted with stable GFP-expres-
sing BxPC3 cells was prepared and subjected to an administra-
tion regimen for in vivo challenge by the peptide (Fig. 6a).
Before moving to the therapeutic experiment, we first con-
firmed that r9-CatB-p14 MIS was delivered to the tumor tissue
by detecting a fluorescent signal of the FITC-labeled peptide
in vivo (Fig. S5). Mice were kept without therapeutic treat-
ment for a week after intraperitoneal implantation of 2 9 106

of the tumor cells, allowing the growth of tumor cells in vivo.
One week later, each mouse was intravenously administrated
300 lg of the r9-CatB-p14 MIS peptide per day, 6 days in
total, then mice were autopsied on the day next to the last
treatment. As shown in the fluorescence image of the peri-
toneal cavity, multiple GFP-positive disseminated tumor foci
were observed (Fig. 6b, arrow head) in the peptide-treated
mouse as well as in the control peptide consisting of the nine
poly-D-arginine sequence (r9) alone (Fig. 6b). However, each
tumor focus was significantly smaller in size, and the total
weight of the intraperitoneally grown tumors with the peptide
treatment was only one-quarter (i.e. 75% inhibition of tumor
growth) that of the control peptide-treated mouse (Fig. 6c).
Macroscopically visualized nodules were histologically con-
firmed as the adenocarcinoma lesions originating from
implanted human BxPC3 cells. Consistent with the tumor
growth suppression by the peptide, mitotically active cancer
cells were rarely observed in the tumor tissue treated by r9-
CatB-p14 MIS peptide (Ki-67-positivity was <1% in total
number of cells), whereas prominent mitotic activity was
detected in approximately 50% of Ki-67-positive tumor cells
in the control tumor tissue treated with cell-penetrating
domain, r9, alone (Fig. 6d).

Discussion

The tumor suppressor gene, p14ARF, functions to halt cell divi-
sion and trigger apoptosis in response to various oncogenic
stresses in normal cells. Reflecting its indispensable role in
prevention of tumor development, loss of the function through
mutation or epigenetic silencing is observed in most forms of
human cancer. As a canonical pathway, the p14ARF protein is
recognized to activate p53 tumor suppressor by antagonizing
an E3 ubiquitin ligase, MDM2. However, recent studies about
another aspect of p14ARF,which interacts with certain proteins
other than MDM2, are exposing its novel p53-independent
tumor suppressor activities.(2) In particular, mitochondrial p14
protein have been recently gained much attention that suggests
novel function of p14 in contrast to conventional p14 function
in nucleus.(11,12,23,24)

In this study, we first examined endogenous p14 expression
in a spectrum of tumor cell lineages, some of which showed
loss or marked downregulation of p14 expression; we then
investigated the mitochondrial expression of p14 with or with-
out its conventional nuclear/nucleoular expression in p14-posi-
tive tumor cells (Fig. 1a,d). Employing immunoelectron
microscopy, we further corroborated the intramitochondrial
localization of p14ARF as direct evidence of p14 localization at
the mitochondrial inner membrane and at the matrix (Fig. 1b).
We previously identified the functional core sequence within

the entire p14ARF ORF, which enables targeting of the p14
gene product to mitochondrias to trigger apoptosis in tumor

cells. From the previous findings, we next sought a more effi-
cient and practical mitochondrial targeting system against
tumor cells using the potent antitumor peptide “r9-CatB-p14
MIS.” This tumor suppressor peptide encodes the minimal
inhibitory amino acid sequence “LVLMLLRSQRLG” derived
from the 45th to 56th amino acid position of p14ARF, which
successfully targeted itself to mitochondria with the catepsin
B-cleavable motif “GFLG” as a spacer, and strongly sup-
pressed the hyperactivity of tumor mitochondria, indicated by
downregulation of DΨm. Previously, “AVAL” was reporetd to
be the hypothetical mitochondrial localization motif.(11) In this
study, the r9-CatB-p14 MIS lacking “AVAL” significantly
showed mitochondrial localization. Thus, the MIS sequence
seems to be sufficient and these four amino acids are revealed
to be dispensable for mitochondrial migration.
The magnitude of growth inhibition by the p14 MIS peptide

was initially expected to be dependent on the loss of expres-
sion of mitochondrial p14 in tumor cells; that is, the peptide
was expected to be highly effective in tumors lacking endoge-
nous p14 expression. However, the potent growth inhibition by
p14 MIS peptide was obtained not only in p14-negative tumor
lines (e.g. PK8, BXPC3 and MCF-7) but also in p14-expres-
sing lines, such as PC-9 (Figs 1d,3a), which provokes ques-
tions on the precise molecular mechanisms of tumor-selective
growth suppression by the candidate peptide. Recognizing that
a point of action for the p14 MIS peptide is the regulation of
the mitochondrial membrane depolarization (downreguration of
DΨm), we screened for prospective molecules relating possibly
to mitochondrial activation, and retrieved “ATPAF1,” ATP
synthase mitochondrial F1 complex assembly factor 1,(21)

which critically correlated with sensitivity of tumor cells to r9-
CatB-p14 MIS peptide (Fig. 4e). Although the p14 MIS pep-
tide amino acid sequence predicts a functional a-helical struc-
ture in view of a triple leucine run at a five residue interval,
substitution of these leucines with alanine (A) or glycine (G)

Lysosome

r9-CatB-p14 MIS peptide

EndocytosisMacro-
pinocytosis

Translocation of
p14 MIS into
mitochondria 

Cleavage of
r9-CatB-p14 MIS
by activated
cathepsin BCathepsin B

CsA

Endosome

Fig. 7. Action mode of r9-CatB-p14 MIS peptide. Intracellularly incor-
porated peptide localizes to lysosome via endosome, then released by
cathepsin B-cleavable motif and migrates to mitochondria to alter
DΨm on tumor cells.
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did not affect the original function of the p14 peptide, as vari-
ants AAA and L50G also showed comparable growth suppres-
sion to the original peptide (WT) (Fig. 5a,b). This suggests
that the peptide does not functionally require the predicted
helix arrangement for its intracellular function, contrary to
usual expectations.
The investigated anti-tumor peptide, r9-CatB-p14MIS, as

shown in the scheme summarizing the mode of its action
(Fig. 7), offers two unique advantages in that the peptide auto-
matically transits to mitochondria after intracellular entry and
functions to downregulate the hyper-activated DΨm in neoplas-
tic cells, inducing growth arrest and/or triggering apoptosis in
diverse tumor cell lineages without appreciably affecting non-
neoplastic cells. Growth inhibition by the p14 MIS was consis-
tently observed, particularly in cancer cells with a high DΨm
(up to 70% inhibition at 10 lM peptide), probably due to
selective sensitivity for reduction of DΨm. p14 MIS response
of tumor cells with native low DΨm potential was weaker than
that of the tumor cells with high DΨm; however, cotreatment
with cyclosporine A and p14 MIS significantly augmented the
inhibitory effect in these low responders (e.g. there was a
threefold enhancement [from 20% to 60%] in HAK-1B hep-
atoma cells [Fig. 5c–f]). We then sought in vivo tumor sup-
pression using the r9-CatB-p14MIS peptide on tumor-bearing
mice. First, the FITC-labeled peptide by intravenous adminis-
tration showed successful accumulation in the multiple pancre-
atic adenocarcinoma lesions in the peritoneal cavity (Fig. S5).
The antitumor effect after six repeated administrations based

on the therapeutic protocol with daily peptide injection
(300 lg/i.v./day) resulted in approximately 75% inhibition of
tumor growth compared with that of r9 alone-treated group
(Fig. 6b,c). Consistent with macroscopic tumor regression, his-
tology of the peptide-treated tumor evinced a marked decrease
in number of Ki-67 antigen-positive cells compared to the con-
trol r9-treated tumors (Fig. 6d).
Recent advances in nanotechnology have yielded important

clues toward countering malignant tumors, and functional

oligopeptides appear to offer strong potential as effective bio-
logics, wherein their dwindling scales (approximately 3–5 kDa
in molecular weight) are consistent with the miniaturization
efforts of nanobiology. In this study, we attempted to develop
a novel antitumor peptide, r9-CatB-p14 MIS, and explore its
application for peptide-based tumor therapeutics. The peptide
showed dramatic growth suppression against intraperitoneally
disseminated tumors by downregulating mitochondrial DΨm,
while being intrinsically non-invasive to normal tissues in vivo
and suggesting a safe physiologic compatibility for clinical
applications, on the strength of its derivation from the p14ARF

tumor suppressor protein sequence.
Accumulated molecular biological studies indicate that the

mitochondrion is a crucial organelle in determining cell fate,
and is, therefore, a burgeoning focus of interest in cancer ther-
apeutics.(25) While our future studies will direct increasing
attention to the underlying molecular interaction mechanisms,
we believe that our present report as such will offer critical
insights for treating malignancies using peptide-based molecu-
lar agents targeting tumor cell mitochondria, and add signifi-
cantly to frontline biomedical strategies against cancer.
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Fig. S3. Growth suppression and induction of apoptosis in the p14 peptide-treated tumor cells.

Fig. S4. Cyclosporin A (CsA) potentiates mitochondrialmembrane potential.

Fig. S5. In vivo uptake of the r9-CatB-p14 MIS peptide via intravenous administration.
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